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AURORA (Map) AURORA, Ohio, Sept. 29 /PRNewswireUSNewswire/ -- A routine visit to the eye doctor
resulted in a national resolution that was passed by
the NAACP at its 100th Anniversary Convention held
in New York City, endorsing optometric vision
therapy as a way to help some prisoners become
productive members of society.
When Charles Brittingham, President of the
Wilmington, DE Branch of the NAACP, went for his
yearly eye exam, he was amazed to learn how vision
problems can impact academic performance,
contribute to high school dropout rates, juvenile
delinquency and prison recidivism. Once he learned
how these vision problems can be treated, and read
what parents and children had to say about how
their lives were changed academically, behaviorally
and even emotionally by receiving optometric vision
therapy, he knew he had to do something.
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Working together with his optometrist and life NAACP member, Dr. Alton A. Williams, Brittingham wrote a
resolution that was passed unanimously by the NAACP Delaware branch. The resolution acknowledged the
role that vision therapy can play in reducing the high rate of recidivism and encouraged members to "take
aggressive action to have Vision Therapy included in all re-entry programs for formerly incarcerated persons."
But that wasn't enough for Brittingham, he wanted to make sure that this issue received national attention.
Unfortunately, due to his daughter's passing, Brittingham was unable to attend the NAACP 100th Anniversary
Convention, but he was thrilled to learn that the resolution was passed unanimously.
Christine Waters, Education Committee Chairperson, NAACP Freeport Roosevelt, Long Island, NY, spoke in
support of this resolution, "...current research indicates that approximately 1 in 4 children has vision disorders
that interfere with their ability to learn. The problems can exist and yet teachers and parents are not aware of
them. The symptoms mimic attention deficit disorder, and so I move that... we adopt this resolution." In addition,
Waters proposed amendments that focused on prevention, which were also passed unanimously.
Waters, a teacher at Barnum Woods in East Meadow, NY with 30 years of experience in elementary education,
knows firsthand the impact that vision problems can have on a child's education. Nine years ago vision therapy
changed her son's life. He used to complain about headaches, and struggle with completing classwork and
homework. She had no idea that he was seeing double images when he tried to read. Like most children, he
had no idea that wasn't normal vision. Once his vision problem was corrected through vision therapy he
became more confident and was able to complete required tests, classwork and homework. This past May he
graduated from the University of Hartford with a Bachelor's Degree in Fine Arts and Music Education. Without
vision therapy this would not have been possible.
The NAACP resolution calls for its members and units to educate the community, elected officials and
correctional facilities about the merits of optometric vision therapy in helping to reduce the recidivism rate in
some prisoners thereby increasing opportunities for persons reentering society.
According to the American Optometric Association, over 60% of children who have difficulty with learning have
undiagnosed vision problems which are not detectable by routine vision screenings. Dr. Carol Scott, a
developmental optometrist from Springfield Missouri and President of the College of Optometrists in Vision
Development (COVD), shares, "Considering that 85 percent of all juvenile delinquents nationwide have reading
difficulties, it is vital that everyone support the NAACP and ensure that not only are juvenile delinquents and
prisoners screened for learning related vision problems, but all children who have any difficulty with learning;
even the bright underachievers."
"I applaud the NAACP for acknowledging vision therapy as a valid treatment for the outcomes it is able to
achieve," said ophthalmologist and NAACP member from Delaware, Dr. Bruce Sumlin, "Optometric vision
therapy makes sense. It is very similar to other kinds of treatment and therapies we provide in the medical
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Powerful Indonesia quake kills
75, traps thousands
1 hr 19 mins ago - A powerful
earthquake struck western
Indonesia on Wednesday,
triggering landslides and trapping
thousands under collapsed
buildings - including two hospitals, an official said.
At least 75 bodies were found, but the toll was
expected to be far higher.
Aid flows to tsunami-hit Samoas
as deaths hit 119
2 hrs 37 mins ago - Disaster
officials rushed food, medicine
and a temporary morgue to the
Samoas on Wednesday after a
powerful earthquake unleashed
a tsunami that flattened villages and swept cars
and people out to sea. At least 119 people were
killed. Survivors fled to higher ground on the South
Pacific islands after the magnitude 8.0 quake
struck at 6:48 a.m. local time (1:48 p.m. EDT;
1748 GMT) Tuesday.
Health bill on track for committee
vote soon
1 hr 46 mins ago - A White Housebacked overhaul of the nation's
health care system survived a
long day of Republican
challenges over abortion, illegal
immigration and other issues Wednesday, and the
bill's architect claimed enough votes for passage
by the Senate Finance Committee, possibly by the
end of the week.
Top officials and Obama
advisers study Afghan war
47 mins ago - With top
commanders and congressional
Republicans pushing for more
troops, President Barack Obama
met Wednesday with key
members of his national security team to hash out
a response to Gen. Stanley McChrystal's report on
the Afghanistan war and his call for more U.S.
forces to save the mission.
Police: Okla. mom accused of
abuse has NYC record
29 mins ago - An Oklahoma
mother accused of locking up her
14-year-old boy in a closet for 4
1/2 years was previously
convicted in the death of her
2-year-old child in New York, investigators said
Wednesday.
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